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Ask some of the largest names in global industry, and they’ll tell you John
Zink®. For more than 70 years, Zink® has developed proven combustion
solutions that are as environmentally focused as they are economically driven.
Now, we’ve set a whole new standard in clean combustion with intelligent fired
equipment, breakthrough technologies and practical innovation.  But that’s just
part of the story.

Today, John Zink Company is all about creating long-term value by helping our
customers optimize every inch of their combustion systems.   

Remarkably clean, remarkably efficient. Remarkable value.   

John Zink. Now, that’s smart thinking.   

THE CHALLENGE:
The Chevron Richmond, California Refinery began a sweeping emissions-reduction project to limit NOx emissions from its
combustion sources.  As part of this project, Chevron-Richmond prepared to install BACT in the form of NOx control systems to
be retrofit on equipment that produced NOx and VOC emissions.

The daily average emission rate at Chevron-Richmond had to be reduced to less than 0.033 lb NOx per MMBtu fired, which is
equivalent to about 27 ppm NOx corrected to 3% O2.  A baseline survey conducted by the refinery’s emission reduction task force
indicated NOx emission levels from five utility boilers ranged from 250 ppm – 500 ppm, contributing about 25% of the total
refinery’s NOx emissions.

THE APPLICATION:
Steam generation at the Chevron-Richmond Refinery was provided by four 140,000 lb/hr watertube boilers with five burners and
one 180,000 lb/hr watertube boiler with four burners.  Each boiler was equipped with the original manufacturer’s burners, not of
John Zink/TODD Combustion™ design, and operated on refinery gas fuels with 25% hydrogen content by volume.  All boilers were
operated with combustion air preheaters that elevated air temperature to between 400ºF – 500ºF.
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We’re engineering value for global industry.

Chevron quickly determined that installation of selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems using ammonia injection and a catalyst
to remove NOx would be a considerable and ongoing financial investment.  Operating and maintenance expenses for SCRs far
outweigh other low NOx alternatives.  Instead, the refinery chose to investigate technologies to prevent NOx formation rather
than relying on post-combustion flue gas treatment.   

THE ZINK SOLUTION:
In 1998, John Zink Company recommended applying its then first-generation COOLfuel ™ technology to one of the boilers.
COOLfuel uses a fuel dilution process to dynamically modify the fuel delivery system to produce a low heating value mixture that
results in a cooler combustion reaction and dramatically improved NOx control.

Following an extensive testing period that clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of COOLfuel technology, Chevron-Richmond
ordered the modifications for all remaining boilers.  The refinery also performed needed repairs, made control system
modifications, and added a continuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS).

ZINK RESULTS:
•  COOLfuel technology reduced emissions by up to 85% to 95%.

• Relative NOx emissions on each boiler were reduced to less than 0.03 lb/MMBtu (25 ppm) 
as determined from CEMS data.

•  Eliminated need for SCR, saving customer $7 million in capital costs and $1.5 million in annual operating costs.
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COOLfuel ™
is a fuel-dilution process applied to any

round or flat flame process furnace, boiler or fired heater.  COOLfuel

technology employs the kinetic energy of the available fuel supply to

dynamically adjust the fuel mixture and ultimately create a significantly

cooler combustion reaction.

•  Ultra low-NOx

•  Uses available fuel

•  Round or flat flame patterns

•  Convenient retrofit

•  Available for most process
furnaces, boilers and fired
heaters
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